Effectiveness of first-line pegvisomant monotherapy in acromegaly: an ACROSTUDY analysis
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Abstract

Objective: To examine the effectiveness and safety of primary pegvisomant monotherapy.

Design: Retrospective analysis of data extracted from ACROSTUDY (global observational outcomes study of patients with acromegaly treated with pegvisomant).

Methods: The earliest time to insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy was determined. Both the proportion of patients who achieved IGF-1 normalization and the time to IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy were assessed.

Results: Eligible patients included 28 subjects on primary medical therapy (PT) and 176 controls on adjunctive pegvisomant therapy treated postoperatively, including 43 who were naïve to medical therapy (NMT) and 133 who were previously treated medically and were washed out (WASH). IGF-1 normalization occurred in 76.9% (PT), 85.2% (NMT) and 78.3% (WASH) patients \( (P=NS) \). Median times to IGF-1 normalization were 0.5 year (PT), 0.7 year (NMT) and 0.6 year (WASH), \( P=NS \). On survival analysis, the fraction of patients controlled on pegvisomant monotherapy was not different between groups. Higher baseline IGF-1 levels, obtained at study entry, predicted a lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization on monotherapy \( (P=0.012) \). Safety data include low prevalence of skin rashes, injection site reactions and reversible transaminase elevations. There was one patient (NMT) with a verified increase in tumor size.

Conclusions: Pegvisomant monotherapy, administered either as primary medical therapy or as adjunctive therapy according to local practice, led to IGF-1 normalization in >75% of patients. Pegvisomant monotherapy had a favorable safety profile, consistent with previous observations. Prospective data are needed to further evaluate the role of primary pegvisomant monotherapy in acromegaly.

Introduction

Transsphenoidal pituitary surgery (TSS) is the first-line treatment for the majority of patients with acromegaly secondary to a somatotropin-secreting pituitary adenoma (1). Medical therapy has been used adjunctively to control growth hormone (GH) excess in patients who have persistent disease after TSS (1). The effectiveness of primary medical therapy with a somatostatin receptor agonist (SSA) has been reported in selected groups of patients with acromegaly. This may be particularly appropriate as a treatment option in patients without mass effect, those who are unlikely to be cured by TSS because of tumor involvement of the cavernous sinuses or...
Pegvisomant is a pegylated form of a genetically engineered human GH analog, which acts as a GH receptor antagonist (2, 3). Pegvisomant effectively competes with native GH for binding to its cognate receptor without activating downstream GH signaling pathways, thereby preventing GH action and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) secretion (2, 3). Pegvisomant is efficacious in controlling the effects of GH excess in patients with acromegaly (4, 5). In a pivotal clinical trial, pegvisomant therapy resulted in IGF-1 normalization in up to 89% of patients with acromegaly who were not cured after TSS (4). In published studies, most patients received pegvisomant as adjunctive therapy. Some data have suggested that glycemic control may improve in patients with acromegaly after switching from SSA therapy to pegvisomant (6). Recent guidelines and consensus statements suggest that pegvisomant is an option as adjuvant, but not primary, therapy in patients with acromegaly (1, 7). The Endocrine Society guidelines have suggested the use of somatostatin analogs or pegvisomant as options for adjuvant therapy, whereas the consensus statement has suggested the use of somatostatin analogs as a first-line option for adjuvant therapy (1, 7). Indeed, the effectiveness and safety of pegvisomant as primary medical therapy in patients who were previously treatment-naïve have not been reported.

ACROSTUDY is a global non-interventional safety surveillance study, open to patients with acromegaly who are treated with pegvisomant in routine clinical practice (8). Previously reported data from ACROSTUDY suggested that IGF-1 was normalized in 67.5% of patients on pegvisomant monotherapy at 5 years (9). In the present study, data from ACROSTUDY were extracted and analyzed in order to characterize the effectiveness and safety of pegvisomant as primary medical therapy in treatment-naïve patients in comparison with control subjects who received pegvisomant monotherapy postoperatively.

**Patients and methods**

All patients were treated by clinicians in individual sites participating in ACROSTUDY. Treatment decisions were based entirely on local practice, and specific information regarding these decisions could not be obtained from the ACROSTUDY database. Written informed consent was obtained from all study subjects at each participating site at the time of enrollment.

The study was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (10).

All data were extracted from ACROSTUDY records, including information on age at diagnosis of acromegaly, chronicologic age, gender, body mass index (BMI), tumor size (dichotomously reported as microadenoma or macroadenoma), serum IGF-1 level (measured locally and expressed as ‘fold elevation’ above the upper end of the normal range, based on institutionally-derived normative data for each assay), diabetes mellitus (DM), hypertension, concurrently administered medications, the presence of additional pituitary hormone deficiencies, pegvisomant dose, administration frequency and treatment duration, as well as information on therapies for acromegaly administered either before or after the pegvisomant monotherapy period (TSS, radiation therapy, medical therapies). The diagnosis of DM was made according to the American Diabetes Association guidelines, including fasting plasma glucose ≥126mg/dL, random plasma glucose ≥200mg/dL or glycosylated hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) ≥6.5% (11).

The ACROSTUDY database, containing data on 2043 patients (enrolled from database inception through November 2014), was searched for patients meeting the following inclusion criteria: age ≥18 years at study entry, diagnosis of acromegaly or gigantism, being treatment-naïve at enrollment and receiving pegvisomant as primary medical monotherapy (PT). Two control groups were chosen, including patients receiving adjunctive pegvisomant monotherapy after TSS, who were either naïve to medical therapy (NMT) or previously treated medically with other agents and washed out (WASH).

Patients were excluded if they met any of the following criteria: medical therapy with an SSA or dopamine agonist (DA) within 4 months from study entry or history of previous radiation therapy to the sella. Patients whose baseline (at study entry) serum IGF-1 values were missing, including 15 PT, 16 NMT and 50 WASH, were included in safety analyses, but were excluded from the analysis of the effectiveness of pegvisomant.

The primary effectiveness endpoint was defined as the earliest time at IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy. Both the proportion of patients who achieved IGF-1 normalization and the time to IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy were determined.

The Chi square or the Fisher’s exact test was used to analyze differences between proportions (as appropriate). Either the Wilcoxon rank sum test or the t-test was used to analyze differences between continuous variables (as appropriate). Global testing followed by pairwise tests was used as needed.
The Kaplan–Meier (product limit) method was used to estimate the fraction of patients who were controlled on pegvisomant monotherapy. In this analysis, patients were followed to the date of the first IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy (event) or, if the event did not occur, patients’ data were censored at the time of the last reported non-normal IGF-1 on pegvisomant monotherapy.

Multivariate logistic regression analyses were used to identify predictors of biochemical response, using serum IGF-1 level (dichotomously reported as either normal or not) as the dependent variable. Independent variables introduced in logistic regression analyses include treatment group, age, gender, BMI, baseline IGF-1 level (obtained at study entry), tumor size (dichotomously reported as microadenoma or macroadenoma), prevalent DM, insulin use, presence of additional pituitary hormone deficiencies, pegvisomant dose, administration frequency (daily vs less frequently than daily) and treatment duration.

Statistical analyses were conducted using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS, Institute, Inc, Cary, NC, USA). Data are presented as median (10th percentile, 90th percentile) or percentages. *P* values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Patient demographics and comorbidities**

Database searches identified 28 PT, 43 NMT and 133 WASH patients who were eligible for inclusion in the present study out of 2043 subjects within ACROSTUDY. Study subjects originated from 97 ACROSTUDY sites out of a total of 304 participating centers. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population are shown in Table 1. The vast majority of patients in the study had GH excess of adult onset; only one patient in the WASH group had gigantism. There was no difference in age or gender distribution, prevalent DM, hypertension, liver disease, or median pegvisomant dose at study entry between the PT, NMT and WASH groups. There were 59 patients with DM, including one patient in the NMT group who had type 1 DM; 18 patients (2 PT, 5 NMT and 11 WASH) had type 2 DM. The type of DM was not defined in 40 patients (6 PT, 7 NMT and 27 WASH). Median HbA1c levels were 6.5% (6.1, 6.9) in PT, 7.3% (6.3, 8.3) in NMT, and 7.9% (6.0, 7.8) in WASH (*P* =0.045, between NMT vs WASH; differences between PT vs NMT, and PT vs WASH were not significant). No patients were taking oral estrogens. Patients in the PT group had a higher median BMI than those in WASH (*P* =0.02).

**Tumor characteristics and IGF-1 values at baseline (study entry)**

The proportion of patients with microadenoma was significantly higher in the PT group in comparison with the two control groups (*P* <0.03, Table 1). At study entry, the presence of a visible lesion, consistent with adenoma on pituitary imaging, was reported in 24 (85.7%) PT, 32 (74.4%) NMT, and 90 (67.7%) WASH; lateral tumor extension (in the cavernous sinus) was reported in
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Table 2  Data on IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PT (n=13)</th>
<th>NMT (n=27)</th>
<th>WASH (n=83)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients who achieved normal IGF-1 n (%)</td>
<td>10 (76.9)</td>
<td>23 (85.2)</td>
<td>65 (78.3)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to IGF-1 normalization (year)†</td>
<td>0.5 (0.2, 2.5)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.1, 2.3)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.1, 2.5)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegvisomant dose (mg/day)*</td>
<td>15 (10, 30)</td>
<td>10 (10, 20)</td>
<td>10 (9, 19)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All differences between values shown in bold are statistically significant both on global and pairwise statistical testing (values not shown in bold are not significantly different).

*Analysis restricted to patients with elevated baseline IGF-1 levels. *Continuous data represent median (10th percentile, 90th percentile). For each patient, the mean pegvisomant dose received during monotherapy was calculated. Mean pegvisomant doses were as follows: 17 mg/day (PT group); 13 mg/day (NMT group); 12 mg/day (WASH group).

IGF-1, insulin-like growth factor 1; NMT, naive to medical treatment; NS, not significant; PT, primary medical monotherapy; WASH, previously medically treated and washed out.

6 (21.4%) PT, 17 (39.5%) NMT, and 39 (29.3%) WASH; suprasellar extension was reported in 6 (21.4%) PT, 13 (30.2%) NMT, and 17 (12.8%) WASH; inferior extension (in the sphenoid or sphenoid sinus) was reported in 2 (7.1%) PT, 2 (4.6%) NMT and 8 (6.0%) WASH. At baseline, patients in the PT group had a higher median IGF-1 level in comparison with WASH, and those in the NMT group had a higher median IGF-1 level than WASH (P<0.05). The interval between the diagnosis of acromegaly and the onset of pegvisomant monotherapy was shorter in the PT group in comparison with the two control groups (P<0.001).

Effectiveness

Similar proportions of patients in the PT (76.9%), NMT (85.2%) and WASH (78.3%) groups achieved IGF-1 normalization (P=NS, Table 2). The median time to IGF-1 normalization was not different between the three groups (P=NS, Table 2). Pegvisomant doses during monotherapy were higher in the PT group in comparison with WASH (P=0.03, Table 2). Stratified by baseline IGF-1 level (expressed as ‘fold’ elevation above the upper limit of normal (ULN) as follows: ≤2, 2.1–3, 3.1–4 and >4), the proportion of patients (expressed as percentage) whose IGF-1 normalized on pegvisomant monotherapy was 0, 100, 50, 75 (PT); 80, 100, 100, 66.7 (NMT); and 86.7, 75, 72.7, 0 (WASH).

On Kaplan–Meier analysis, the proportion of patients who were controlled on pegvisomant monotherapy did not differ between PT, NMT and WASH (P=NS, Fig. 1). There was no significant change (from baseline) in HbA1c levels (examined as measure of glycemic control) during pegvisomant monotherapy among patients with DM in each of the 3 groups (PT, NMT or WASH; data not shown).

The median time on pegvisomant monotherapy was shorter in PT in comparison with WASH, or in NMT in comparison with WASH (P<0.02, Table 3). The proportion of patients in the PT group who underwent TSS after pegvisomant monotherapy (35.7%) was higher than in the NMT (6.9%) or WASH (4.5%) groups (P<0.005, Table 3). In contrast, neither the proportion of patients who underwent radiation therapy nor the proportion of patients who received add-on SSA or DA therapy after pegvisomant monotherapy was different between PT, NMT and WASH groups (P=NS, Table 3). Recommendations for radiation therapy were made at the discretion of the treating physicians, who did not record their rationale in ACROSTUDY. Pegvisomant therapy was restarted after administration of radiation therapy in 33 out of 40 patients, including 7 in PT, 9 in NMT and 17 in WASH group, respectively. At the time of the last visit, similar proportions of patients in the PT, NMT and WASH groups remained on pegvisomant monotherapy (P=NS, Table 3).

![Figure 1](https://www.eje-online.org)

**Figure 1**  
Fraction of patients controlled on pegvisomant monotherapy. NMT, naive to medical treatment (continuous line); PT, primary medical monotherapy (dashed line); WASH, previously medically treated and washed out (dotted/dashed line).
Multivariate logistic regression analyses were conducted to identify the potential predictors of biochemical response (as detailed under ‘Patients and methods’ section). In the entire study population, a higher baseline (at study entry) IGF-1 level predicted a lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization during pegvisomant monotherapy (odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.62 (0.42, 0.90), P = 0.012). In the WASH group, a higher baseline IGF-1 level predicted a lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization during pegvisomant monotherapy (OR = 0.31 (0.15, 0.67), P = 0.003). In addition, in the WASH group, prevalent DM at study entry predicted a lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization, albeit with marginal statistical significance (OR = 0.26 (0.07, 1.00), P = 0.051). No predictors of IGF-1 normalization were identified when data on PT and NMT groups were separately analyzed, likely because of their small sample size.

Safety data

Pegvisomant was temporarily or permanently withdrawn in 3 patients in PT, 5 in NMT and 10 in WASH (Table 4). Reported reasons for pegvisomant withdrawal include transaminase elevations in 3, injection site reactions/skin rashes in 2, lack of therapeutic response in 2, cholecystitis in 1, headache in 1, renal failure in 1, hypophagia in 1, maternal exposure during pregnancy in 1, and benign lung mass in 1 patient (Table 4). Reversible abnormalities in liver chemistries and injection site reactions were reported in a small number of patients (Table 4).

During the pegvisomant monotherapy period, data on follow-up magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the sella were available in 23/28 patients (82.1%) in PT, 31/43 (72.1%) in NMT, and 101/133 (75.9%) in WASH (P = NS between groups). Locally interpreted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations of the sella were interpreted to show evidence of tumor growth in 2 patients in PT, 5 patients in NMT and 9 patients in WASH. Of these 16 cases, which were all reanalyzed centrally, there was only 1 patient (in the NMT group) with verified tumor growth during pegvisomant monotherapy (Table 4). The increase in tumor size was not thought to be clinically significant in this patient, who continued on pegvisomant monotherapy. No further increase in tumor size was reported on subsequent pituitary imaging, obtained 12 months and 28 months later.

Table 4  

Safety data on pegvisomant monotherapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PT (n=28)</th>
<th>NMT (n=43)</th>
<th>WASH (n=133)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pegvisomant withdrawal (temporary or permanent (%))</td>
<td>3 (10.7)</td>
<td>5 (11.6)</td>
<td>10 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal liver chemistries (%)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>1 (2.3)</td>
<td>4 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection site reactions (%)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>1 (2.3)</td>
<td>2 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in tumor size (centrally verified (%))</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2.3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reasons for pegvisomant withdrawal (n): transaminase elevations (3), injection site reactions/skin rashes (2), lack of therapeutic response (2), cholecystitis (1), headache (1), renal failure (1), hypophagia (1), maternal exposure during pregnancy (1) and (benign) lung mass (1). NMT, naive to medical treatment; PT, primary medical monotherapy; WASH, previously medically treated and washed out.

Table 3  

Data on patient follow-up and subsequent therapeutic interventions at the end of the pegvisomant monotherapy period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PT (n=28)</th>
<th>NMT (n=43)</th>
<th>WASH (n=133)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time on pegvisomant monotherapy (year)*</td>
<td>1.6 (0.5, 6.5)</td>
<td>2.9 (0.3, 6.9)</td>
<td>3.8 (0.6, 8.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.02†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who underwent pituitary surgery after pegvisomant monotherapy (%)</td>
<td>10 (35.7)</td>
<td>3 (6.9)</td>
<td>6 (4.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.005††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who underwent radiation therapy after pegvisomant monotherapy (%)</td>
<td>7 (25.0)</td>
<td>10 (23.3)</td>
<td>23 (17.3)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who added SSA or DA (%)</td>
<td>11 (39.3)</td>
<td>17 (39.5)</td>
<td>38 (28.6)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients remaining on pegvisomant monotherapy at the last visit (%)</td>
<td>12 (42.9)</td>
<td>20 (46.5)</td>
<td>78 (58.6)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All differences between values shown in bold are statistically significant both on global and pairwise statistical testing (values not shown in bold are not significantly different).

*Continuous data represent median (10th percentile, 90th percentile). †Comparisons between PT vs WASH; NMT vs WASH. ††Comparisons between PT vs NMT; PT vs WASH.

DA, dopamine agonist; IGF-1, insulin-like growth factor 1; NMT, naive to medical treatment; NS, not significant; PT, primary medical monotherapy; SSA, somatostatin analog; WASH, previously medically treated and washed out.
**Discussion**

Pegvisomant is effective in controlling IGF-1 secretion in the majority of patients with acromegaly who are treated postoperatively, either alone (as monotherapy) or in combination with an SSA or DA (1, 12, 13, 14, 15). These data have led to regulatory approval of pegvisomant (in the USA, Europe and other countries) as adjunctive therapy in patients not cured by surgery. However, the effectiveness of pegvisomant monotherapy as primary medical therapy in acromegaly has not been systematically examined. Recent guidelines and consensus statements do not include pegvisomant as a primary therapy option in treatment-naïve patients with acromegaly (1, 7). These observations highlight the novelty of the present study.

In the present retrospective study, observational data from ACROSTUDY were extracted and analyzed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of pegvisomant as primary monotherapy in treatment-naïve patients (PT) in comparison with those on pegvisomant monotherapy treated postoperatively (NMT and WASH groups). Data from the present study suggest that pegvisomant monotherapy was effective in normalizing serum IGF-1 levels in over 75% of treated patients in each of the 3 groups (PT, NMT and WASH) before any additional treatment was administered (TSS, radiation therapy and other medications). The fraction of patients who normalized their IGF-1 levels on pegvisomant monotherapy was not different between those on primary pegvisomant monotherapy and those in the 2 comparator groups (NMT and WASH). These data suggest that primary pegvisomant monotherapy was effective in achieving biochemical control of excess GH action in the majority of carefully selected (by their treating physicians) groups of patients with acromegaly regardless of whether they were treated before or after TSS. The effectiveness of pegvisomant appears to be higher than previously reported in the ‘real world’ (IGF-1 normalization in 67.5% of patients within ACROSTUDY at a mean dose of 17.2 mg/day), but lower than that reported in a clinical trial (IGF-1 normalization in 89% of patients at a dose of 20 mg/day) (4, 9). It is possible that differences in population characteristics or variable adherence to therapy might account for these differences in effectiveness. However, this remains a matter of speculation.

All decisions on therapy of patients in the present study, including those in the primary pegvisomant monotherapy (PT group), were made by individual site investigators. It must be emphasized that the present report reflects pegvisomant use according to local practice. Therefore, it is not possible to ascertain why primary medical therapy with pegvisomant (rather than a somatostatin analog) was chosen. Patients in the PT group were more likely to have a pituitary microadenoma and had a higher median IGF-1 level at baseline (study entry) in comparison with the control population, suggesting that their physicians may have considered tumor size and biochemical severity of acromegaly in making treatment decisions.

There was no evident improvement in glycemic control (based on HbA1c levels) in the subgroups of PT, NMT or WASH patients with DM who received pegvisomant therapy, in contrast to previously published data (6, 16). However, meaningful interpretation of these findings is hampered by the small size of these subgroups. It is also not known if glycemic control improved in patients in the WASH group after switching from SSA to pegvisomant (at ACROSTUDY entry). After undergoing primary pegvisomant monotherapy, 35.7% of patients in the PT group underwent pituitary surgery (TSS) as definitive therapy. The role of pegvisomant monotherapy as preoperative therapy, aimed at ameliorating some of the acromegaly-related comorbidities (including DM, upper airway narrowing and sleep apnea), requires further study, given available data on the efficacy of SSA administered preoperatively (17).

Regardless of whether pegvisomant therapy was primary (PT group) or adjunctive (NMT and WASH groups), a higher IGF-1 level at study entry predicted a lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy, in agreement with previously published data (18, 19). This finding is predicated by the mechanism of action of pegvisomant, which involves drug competition with endogenous native GH for its cognate receptor. In contrast, neither pegvisomant dose nor frequency of administration was a predictor of biochemical response.

Of note, the pegvisomant dose range prescribed by clinicians in the present study was fairly narrow. The product label approved in the USA, Canada and the European Union countries specifies a pegvisomant dose between 10 mg and 30 mg daily. It is conceivable that pegvisomant dose uptitration was not sufficient to normalize IGF-1 levels in some patients in the study, possibly as a consequence of lack of availability of higher pegvisomant dose vials (containing >20 mg/vial) in the past. Other potential explanations include lack of appreciation of the need to uptitrate pegvisomant dose or the cost of higher pegvisomant doses. Indeed, most patients (90%) in the NMT and WASH groups did not receive pegvisomant doses higher than 20 mg daily.
suggesting that dose up titration may have not been sufficient in some patients.

In the WASH group, prevalent DM (at study entry) was associated with a lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy (with borderline statistical significance), in agreement with previously published data (20). This intriguing finding may reflect an effect of insulin on GH receptor expression and turnover in hepatocytes, which are the source of the majority of systemic IGF-1. Insulin has been reported to modulate GH receptor expression and turnover in a hepatoma cell line (21). It is therefore possible that some patients with DM may be less responsive to pegvisomant effect as a consequence of expressing a higher number of GH receptors on hepatocytes than non-diabetic patients. However, further data are needed to confirm this postulated mechanism.

In the present study, pegvisomant monotherapy was associated with a low prevalence of adverse effects, including local injection reactions, skin rashes, reversible transaminase elevations, and a low risk of pituitary tumor progression (1/204 patients in the present report). In a previous study, tumor growth was reported in 2 out of 160 patients (1.2%) who received pegvisomant for up to 18 months (5). In a large report from ACROSTUDY, centrally verified growth of pituitary adenomas was reported in 3.2% out of 936 patients who had at least 2 MRI examinations available for review (22). The present data are in broad agreement with previous observations. These data affirm previous reports on the safety of pegvisomant therapy, which have been overall reassuring (22, 23). In agreement with previous publications, pegvisomant therapy does not appear to predispose to tumor progression (22). Nevertheless, adenoma growth may occur in a minority of treated patients (22). In some studies, tumor progression has been reported in pegvisomant-treated patients with aggressive tumors or after withdrawal of SSA therapy, so it is unclear if this is attributable to pegvisomant (22, 24). Since pegvisomant lacks direct tumor antiproliferative effect by virtue of its mechanism of action, it is advisable to obtain regular pituitary imaging in patients receiving monotherapy.

The current study has some limitations arising from its retrospective design and lack of availability of some data in ACROSTUDY. Since baseline GH levels were not available in most patients, it was not possible to examine whether GH levels, measured at baseline, may predict IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy. No information is available as to the reasons patients were washed out of other medications. In addition, specific information regarding treatment decisions could not be obtained from ACROSTUDY. The present study represents a report of clinical experience in a select patient population and is not a clinical trial. However, the findings of the present study are intriguing and suggest that the role of primary pegvisomant monotherapy needs further evaluation in a prospective study, including patients treated preoperatively with an aim to potentially ameliorate acromegaly-related comorbidities, improve glycemic control, and mitigate airway management problems that may occur in patients with acromegaly during surgery.

In conclusion, pegvisomant monotherapy, administered either as primary medical therapy or as adjunctive (postoperative) therapy according to local practice, led to IGF-1 normalization in over 75% of treated patients. Higher baseline IGF-1 levels and prevalent DM were predictive of lower likelihood of IGF-1 normalization on pegvisomant monotherapy in the dose range reported herein; dose up titration may have been inadequate. Pegvisomant monotherapy was overall well-tolerated with a favorable safety profile, in agreement with previous observations. Prospective data are needed in order to better define the role of primary pegvisomant monotherapy in patients with acromegaly.
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